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ABSTRACI
The ability of an OR/H 2 engine to operate over a range of
high-propellant mixture ratlos previously has been shown to be advan-
tageous in single stage to orbit (SSTO) vehicles. This paper presents
the results of the analysis of high-performance engine power cycles
operating over propellant mixture ratio ranges of 12 to 6 and g to 6.
A requirement to throttle to 60% of nominal thrust was superimposed as
a typical throttle range to limit vehicle acceleration as propellant
is expended. The object of the analysis was to determine areas of
concern relative to component and engine operability or potential haz-
ards resulting from the unique operating requirements and ranges of
conditions that derive from the overall engine requirements.
The SSTO mission necessitates a high-performance, lightweight
engine. Therefore, staged combustion power cycles employing either
dual fuel-rich preburners or dual mixed (fuel-rich and oxygen-rich)
preburners were examined.
Engine mass flow and power balances were made and major component
operating ranges were defined. Component size and arrangement were
determined through engine layouts for one of the configurations eval-
uated. Each component is being examined to determine if there are
areas of concern with respect to component efficiency, operability,
reliability, or hazard. The effects of reducing the maximum chamber
pressure were investigated for one of the cycles.
INTRODUCTION
The approach taken in this effort was to first select two high-
performing engine cycles potentially capable of meeting SSIO mission
requirements. The configurations selected for analyses were both LOX/
LH2 staged combustion cycle engines. A dual fuel-rich preburner
engine and a dual mixed (fuel-rich and oxygen-rich) preburner were
evaluated.
After selection of the cycles to be analyzed, operating ranges
were defined and technology ground rules and limits established. In
all cases studied, the on-design vacuum thrust at maximum mixture
ratio (MR) was set at 5BO Klbf and off-design vacuum thrust at 348 Klbf
*Work reported herein was sponsored by NASA MSFC under Contract NASB-
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(60% NPL). Dual-bell or two-position extendable nozzles were assumed
in all cases in order to provide high-vacuum and sea-level perfor-
mances. Nozzle expansion ratios for altitude operation were estab-
lished for each engine by fixing the one-dimensional exit (ODE) pres-
sure at 1.33 psia. This value is equal to the ground rule which was
in effect for the Space Transportation Main Engine (STME)at the ini-
tiation of this study. Current technology limits were adopted and are
summarized in Table I.
The first step in the analysis of each of the cycles was to gen-
erate an on-design engine balance at the high mixture ratio maximum
thrust condition. This was done by exercising Rocketdyne's Booster
Engine Optimization and Design computer program. Outputs from this
code provide a power and mass balance within the allowable ground
rules and technology limits for a given engine as described in an
input file. In addition to top level data such as performance, enve-
lope, and weight, this code provides a description of the engine in
sufficient detail (combustor geometry, turbopump speeds and dimen-
sions, etc.) to allow individual componentanalyses.
After generating the on-design engine balances for the candidate
configurations, operation at the reduced MRand thrust conditions was
then determined through the use of Rocketdyne's Booster Engine Off-De-
sign Engine Model. The output from the on-design optimization code is
used as an input to the off-design model. The off-design model then
calculates the various system resistances for the propellant lines,
coolant circuits, etc. and generates performance maps for the pumps
and turbines. Then, by varying the engine control valve positions/re-
sistances, the off-design code balances the engine at the requested
operating condition, if a balance is achievable. As with the on-de-
sign code the off-design model output provides detailed information
such as turbopump speeds and efficiencies. In addition, the main com-
bustion chamber (MCC) and preburner injection pressure drops are cal-
culated.
Table I. Ground Rules and Technology Limits
lurbine Inlet Temperature, R
Bearing DN, MM*RPM
Turbine Annulus Area*N**2 [(IN*RPM)**2]
Turbine Pitch-Line Velocity, ft/sec
MaximumNumberof PumpStages
MinimumInjection Pressure Drop, %
1600
No Limit
(Hydrostatic)
8.0 ElO
1600
4
10%of Pc
(P/B or MCC)
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In many instances, an iterative approach was required in that
off-design operation predicted injector pressure drops that were too
low for combustion stability requirements. In these cases, it was
necessary to go back to the on-design model and start over again. By
increasing the injection pressure drops at full-thrust/high-mixture
ratio operation, sufficient delta p (AP) at off-design operation was
attained for combustion stability.
DUALFUEL-RICHPREBURNERCYCLE
The first cycle analyzed was the dual fuel-rich preburner config-
uration with an on-design vacuumthrust of 580 Klbf and mixture ratio
of 12.0. A schematic of this engine is provided in Figure I. lhis
engine incorporated a LOX boost pump to minimize the LOXmain pump
size and a LOXkick pump to raise the preburner LOX to the elevated
pressures required. The use of the kick pumpconserves turbine power
requirements by taking advantage of the two pressure levels occurring
on the LOXside of the cycle and ultimately increases achievable cham-
ber pressure and performance. A four-stage fuel pump, single-stage
LOX pump, and two-stage turbines are used. Six valves are incorpo-
rated in this configuration of which four are employed as control ele-
ments. Parallel flow hydrogen cooling circuits were used to provide
optimum thrust chamberassembly cooling.
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Figure I. Dual Fuel-Rich Preburner Cycle
Results of the iterative on-design, off-design, on-design proce-
dure described above provide an engine with a chamber pressure of 2590
psia and nozzle expansion ratio of 170, delivering a vacuum specific
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impulse of 415.1 sec. A regeneratively cooled nozzle configuration to
an epsilon of 55 with a dump-cooled extension to 170 and a 300-1b ex-
tension mechanism were incorporated. This resulted in an overall
engine weight of 7210 lb. The engine length is 254 in. with a nozzle
exit diameter of 151 in. A side view and top view of the engine lay-
out for this configuration is provided in Figures 2 and 3,
respectively.
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Figure 2. Dual Fuel-Rich Preburner Engine Layout,
Side View
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Figure 3. Dual Fuel-Rich Preburner Engine Layout,
Top View
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Off-design balances were generated for this engine at 348-Klbf
(60% nominal) thrust at mixture ratios of 12.0, I0.0, 8.0, and 6.0.
Critical parameters for these balances including injection pressure
drops are summarized in fable 2. At the end point with MR _ 6.0, the
chamber pressure is down to 1767 psia, but vacuum Isp up to 462.5 sec
due to the more optimal MR.
Table 2. Dual Fuel-Rich Preburner Engine
Operating Parameters
Fva c = 580 Klbf, Length = 254 in., Diameter _ 151 in.,
Weight = 7210 Ib
F = 580 F = 348 F = 348 F = 34B F = 348
MR : 12 MR : 12 MR : I0 MR : 8 MR _ 6
on off off off off
Design Design Design Design Design
Pc, psia 2590 1554 1625 1696 1767
Isp (VAC) E = 170 sec 415.1 410.9 429.9 447.1 462.5
Isp (SL) E = 55 sec 294.8 291.6 309.4 326.5 341.2
NOZ exit, psia 1.32 0.79 0.72 0.64 0.55
PROP, Ib/sec 1397.4 84?.0 809.6 778.4 752.4
H2, Ib/sec 1289.9 781.8 736.1 691.9 644.9
02, Ib/sec I07.5 65.2 73.6 86.5 I07.5
COMB COOL, Ib/sec 53.7 32.6 36.8 43.2 53.8
P COMB COOL IN, psia 8121 4268 4783 5507 6408
Q COMB, Btu/sec 59317 38767 44394 48034 49687
T COMB OUT, °R 419 403 411 396 403
AP COMB, psid 678 391 467 560 670
MNOZ COOL, Ib/sec 53.7 32.6 36.8 43.2 53.8
PNOZ COOL IN, Ib/sec 7511 4298 4810 5522 6409
QNOZ, Btu/sec I02134 66729 76554 82878 85701
TNOZ OUT, °R 641 632 644 608 628
APNOZ, psid 68 42 49 58 67
MCC H2 aPinj/Pc % lO.O 7.9 8.9 10.2 12.0
MCC HOT GAS
aPinj/Pc % lO.O lO.O 10.0 I0.0 10.0
MCC 02 aPinj/Pc % 34.5 22.0 18.5 15.6 13.1
FPB H2 APinj/Ppb % lO.O 12.2 12.1 11.4 10.4
FPB 02 aPinj/Ppb % 40.8 12.2 15.1 19.5 24.4
OPB H2 APinj/Ppb % I0.0 13.5 17.7 23.3 45.3
OPB 02 aPinj/Ppb % 40.8 9.8 5.2 1.5 DNA
Oxygen flow is down to half of on-design while the hydrogen flow
is the same due to the competing effects of decreased thrust and
decreased MR. Combustor and nozzle heat loads are down considerably
due to the lower Pc, while coolant pressure drops are relatively un-
changed due to the equal coolant flow rates.
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In order to maintain acceptable injection pressure drops
(APinj > I0% Pc) at the off-design condition, relatively high oxi-
dizer injection pressure drops were required at on-design operation.
These stability-dictated requirements result in high pump exit pres-
sures for a moderate chamber pressure. Without a more complex system
such as multiple parallel preburners or variable geometry injection
orifices, these pressure drops are a necessity.
As mentioned above, four control valves were required to transi-
tion from on-design operation to the MR = 6.0 and low thrust. The
main fuel valve (MFV) and fuel preburner fuel valve (FPBFV) are simply
on/off valves. At the reduced thrust level and lowest MR of 6.0, the
oxidizer flow and pump exit pressure are so drastically reduced, rela-
tive to on-design, that the oxidizer turbine power requirement is low
enough to run in an expander mode. At this operating condition, the
oxidizer preburner valve (OPBOV) is closed completely and the coolant
hydrogen heated to 515°R in the coolant circuits powers the oxidizer
turbine without supplemental combustion in the preburner.
In addition, to obtain a power balance at MR = 6.0, the fuel pre-
burner oxidizer valve (FPBOV) and oxidizer preburner valve (OPBFV)
positions are opened and the main oxidizer valve (MOV) closed down. A
summary of the valve pressure drops, resistances, and normalized
resistances (relative to on-design) is provided in Table 3.
Table 3. Dual Fuel-Rich Preburner Engine Valve Parameters
F = 580 K F = 348 K F = 348 K F = 348 K F = 348 K
MR = 12 MR = 12 MR = 10 MR = 8 MR = 6
ON-D OFF-D OFF-D OFF-D OFF-D
MFV AP psid_ . 5 259 100 126 172 238MFV RES secZ/ln. 0.2531E-03 0.2531E-03 0.2531E-03 0.2531 E-03 0.2531E-03
MFV R/ROES 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
MOV AP psid_ _ 259 99 87 76 485
MOV RES secZ/in.b 0.7112 E-O5 0.7112 E-O5 0.7112 E-05 0.7112 E-O5 5.250 E-O5
MOV R/ROES 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 7.4
FPBFV AP ps_d 599 363 404 442 479
FPBFV RES sec2/in.5 0.1484 E-03 0.1484 E-03 0.1484 E-03 0.1484 E-03 0.1484 E-03
FPBFV R/ROES 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
FPBOV AP psid _ 1197 1592 1113 326 50
FPBOV RES secZ/in.b 0.2873 E-01 0.2585 0.1293 0.2520 E-01 6.191E-04
FPBOV R/RDES 1.0 9.0 4.5 0.88 2.15 E-02
OPBFV AP psi(J_ 5 599 391 535 737 277OPBFV RES secL/in. 0.8178 E-03 0.8178 E-03 0.8178 E-03 0.8178 E-03 1.510 E-04
OPBFV R/RDES 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.18
OPBOV 8P psi_ 1197 1737 1780 1754 DNA
OPBOV RES secL/in.5 0.1584 0.1979 E-01 0.3642 E-OI 0.1214 E-02 CLOSE
OPBOV R/RDES 1.0 12.5 23.0 76.6
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Details of the turbine and pump operations are provided in
Table 4. In comparing the two end points, the hydrogen turbomachinery
is not extremely far off-design during MR = 6.0 operation, whereas the
oxygen turbopumps operate far from on-design. Pump performance maps
in the form of head versus flow plots are provided in Figures 4
through 6. Lines of constant pump speeds and efficiencies are cross
plotted. The on-design and off-design operating points are plotted on
these maps. The fuel main pump does not experience overly demanding
off-design operation, particularly if only the end points are consi-
dered. Even the oxygen main pump does not pose an excessively demand-
ing operating range in that it is throttling over a reasonable Q/RPM
range. However the oxygen kick pump may experience stability problems
during off-design operation since it is required to operate in the
"positive slope" region of the performance map. A possible solution
to this situation is recirculation of a portion of the LOX. In this
manner, the operating point is shifted to the right on the map and
into the stable negative slope region. The details are being investi-
gated through an in-depth component analysis.
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Table 4. Dual Fuel-Rich Preburner Enqine Turbomachinerv Parameters
F = 580 F = 348 F = 348 F = 348 F = 348
MR = 12 MR = 12 MR = 10 MR = 8 MR = 6
ON-D OFF-D OFF-O OFF-D OFF-D
H2 Turbine
Power, hp 74976 23493 30189 41440 60208
N, rprn 33180 23575 25411 27866 30850
n 70.2 65.5 65.6 66.2 67.8
M, Ib/sec 107.3 56.7 63.4 73.4 85.5
Cp, 8tullb 2.386 2.651 2.49? 2.475 2.585
Tin , °R 1600 1210 1217 1316 1327
y 1.378 1.374 1.391 1.390 1.390
PR 2.101 1.734 1.868 2.076 2.358
Pin, psia 5987 2964 3339 3875 4572
Pout, psia 2849 1710 1788 1866 1944
02 Turbine
Power, hp 27692 8214 8260 8054 9372
N, r'pm 19100 13054 13169 13128 14000
n 60.9 58.6 59.9 61.1 62.3
M, Ib/sec 45.1 24.1 26.5 30.4 39.9
Cp, Btu/lb 2.386 2.750 3.001 3.266 3.646
lin , °R 1600 1113 907 685 515
y 1.318 1.378 1.385 1.390 1.402
PR 2.101 1.695 1.688 1.692 1.705
Pin' psia 5987 2897 3018 3157 3314
Pout, psia 2849 1710 1788 1866 1944
H2 Pump
Power, hp 74916 23493 30187 41438 60208
n 71.2 70.0 70.6 71.2 71.0
M, Ib/sec 107.5 65.2 73.6 86.5 107.5
Q, gpm 10917 6255 7474 8784 10310
Pin, psia 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5
Pout, psia 8818 4532 5200 6116 7129
LOX Main Pump
Power, hp 24749 7536 7541 7316 8455
n 80.7 79.7 78.3 76.8 72.0
M, lb/sec 1290 782 736 692 645
Q, gpm 8128 4927 4637 4360 4064
Pin, psia 47 47 47 47 47
Pout, psia 4261 2136 2230 2257 2615
LOX/Kick Pump
Power, hp 2943 685 719 743 917
n 39.5 31.7 32.7 34.5 35.5
M, Ib/sec 56.2 21.4 22.7 22.9 27.8
Q, gpm 354 135 143 144 175
Pin, psia 4261 2136 2230 2257 2615
Pout, psia 9886 4960 5007 4993 5800
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The relatively high pump exit pressures experienced in this
engine may adversely affect reliability and life of the turbopumps.
Lower chamber pressures can alleviate this potential problem. In
order to quantitatively establish the effect of chamber pressure upon
pump exit pressures, a parametric scan was generated for on-design
Pc's ranging from 2590 down to 1700 psia. Results of this effort are
presented in Figures 7 through 10. By decreasing the on-design Pc
from 2590 to 2300 psia, the vacuum Isp drops only 3 sec while the LOX
kick pump exit pressure drops from 9890 to 6680 psia and the LH2 main
pump exit pressure drops from 8900 to only 6250 psia.
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The operating parameters of the preburners are summarized in
Table 5. Comparing the end points reveals that the fuel preburner
does not operate extremely far from on-design. In the oxidizer pre-
burner, however, the oxygen flow is completely shut off at the extreme
end point and simply provides a flow path for the heated hydrogen into
the oxidizer turbine. As with the turbomachinery, detailed components
analyses are being conducted for the combustion devices.
Table 5. Dual Fuel-Rich Preburner Engine Preburner Parameters
F : 580 F : 348 F : 348 F = 348 F = 348
MR = 12 MR = 12 MR = 10 MR = 8 MR = 6
ON-D OFF-D OFF-D OFF-D OFF-D
Fuel Preburner
PRES, psia 5987 2964 3339 3875 4572
MTO1, lb/sec 107.3 56.7 63.4 73.4 85.5
I0_, Ib/sec 39.4 15.5 18.3 22.5 27.8
, lb/sec 67.9 41.2 45.1 50.9 57.7
MR 0.581 0.376 0.407 0.442 0.481
IEMP, °R 1600 1210 121l 1316 1327
Ox. Preburner
PRES, psia 5987 2897 3018 3157 3314
MIOI, Iblsec 45.7 24.1 26.5 30.4 39.9
.MO2, lb/sec 16.8 5.9 4.4 2.4 0
MH2, Ib/sec 28.9 18.2 22.1 28.0 39.0
MR 0.581 0.321 0.198 0.080 0
TEMP, OR 1600 1113 907 685 515
MIXED PREBURNER CYCLE
Similar analyses were conducted for the dual mixed preburner
cycle. A schematic of this cycle is presented in Figure If. In this
configuration the hydrogen turbine is driven by fuel-rich combustion
gas but the oxidizer turbine is powered by oxygen-rich combustion gas
from an oxidizer-rich preburner. The advantage of this approach is
that more total drive gas is available to the turbines than in the
dual fuel-rich preburner cycle. With more mass flow to power the tur-
bines, lower pressure ratios are required enabling higher chamber
pressures and performance. In addition, the oxidizer-rich gas obvi-
ates the need for an inter-propellant seal on the oxidizer turbopump.
The combustor is cooled with hydrogen as in the dual fuel-rich
cycle, but, for this configuration, the nozzle is oxygen cooled. The
heating of the oxygen in the nozzle cooling circuit minimizes the
hydrogen required in the oxidizer-rich preburner. Due to the low heat
capacity of the oxygen, this configuration was unable to operate in an
expander mode on the oxidizer side of the cycle at low thrust and mix-
ture ratio. Therefore, combustion in the oxidizer preburner is still
required at the off-design end point. Since nearly all the propel-
lants are pumped up to the high pressure required in the preburners,
there is no advantage to a kick pump in this cycle.
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Figure II. Mixed PBs Staged Combustion Cycle
The on-design engine balance for the mixed preburner cycle
achieved a chamber pressure of 2815 psia. The delivered vacuum
impulse was 417.I sec at 580 Klbf thrust and MR of 12 with a nozzle
expansion ratio of 180. As explained above, the mixed preburners
allowed an increase in Pc (+225 psid) and performance (+2.0 sec) over
the dual fuel-rich preburner configuration. The off-design end point
at MR = 6 and 348-Klbf thrust also reflects this advantage providing
2.4 sec more vacuum Isp at a Pc 145 psid higher than the dual fuel-
rich preburner engine.
Four control valves are required to execute the transition down
in thrust and MR. The resistance ranges required of these control
elements are all within acceptable ranges.
A summary of all the pertinent engine parameters is provided for
both the on-design and end point off-design operating conditions in
Table 6. In addition, the pump performance maps for the main pumps
are presented in Figures 12 and 13. As with the dual fuel-rich pre-
burner cycle, detailed component analyses are being conducted to ver-
ify the feasibility of operating over this range.
The effect of reducing the range over which the MR is required to
shift was also investigated for the dual mixed preburner cycle. In
this effort, the range was reduced to 9.0 to 6.0. The same thrust
reduction as in the previous engines was retained, however. The major
impact of this change was an increase in the vacuum Isp at the on-de-
sign operation with MR = 9.0. An increase of 25.1 sec relative to the
dual fuel-rich preburner case was observed, primarily due to the more
advantageous MR. The engine operating parameters are provided in
Table 7 and pump performance maps in Figures 14 and 15.
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Table 6. LOX/H2 Mixed PBSSC Engine Parametrics (12.0 > MR> 6.0)
ENGINE P_ DE.SCRIFTIOH ON OPF I_GINE PkP-JU_'Em DZS_/l_tIo)r OH OFF
DESIGN DESIGN DESIGH DESIC:I
ENGINE VACU_I THRUST (KIJS) 580.00 348.00
I_GIRE SEA L,--"_.t. T'mUST (KLB) 504.76 262.05 _EGR PRESSURE OXIO TV_nCE (CONTZ_UED)
_GINE VAL'_ ISP (EPS'lSl} (SEC) 417.11 464.89
13_Gl_rE sEA I_L ISP (EPS-55) (SEC) 363,00 ]50.07 SHAFT SPEED (_LPM) 13739. 15398.
GLUER pRESSURE (PSIA) 2615.16 1911.84 EFFICIENCY (NON'E) 79.45 42.81
F_GINE MIX'E_ RATIO (O/F) 12.00 6.000 FLOe'RATE (_/SEC) 934.74 487.35
_GINE FUEL FLOWRATE (L_/SEC) 106.96 106.94 PRESSURE RATIO (NONE) 1.659 2.5;9
ENGINE Ok'IDIZER FLOWRATE (I_/SEC) 1203.57 641.6] PITCH LINE VELOCITY (FT/SEC) 1172.6 131-'.2
PITCH DIAMETER (IN) 19.55 19._5
CO_LBUSTOR COOLAZIT FI_rP.ATE (_/SEC) 106.96 106.94 _ TEZ_/_ERA_JI_.E (DEG-R) 1600.00 1591.35
CO_LBUSTOR COOL_T DELTA-P (PSID) 82].27 771.70 OOT_rT. _T._E_T_RE (DEO-R) 1456.02 113.s.33
COMBUSTOR TAT ZNPUT (BTU/SEC) 50827, 46904. I/_][2[T PRESS_ (PSIA) 5136.76 5405.38
COHBUSTOR JACKET OUTLET pRESSURE (PSIA) 7216.2 6460.6 OOTLET PP_ZSSURE (PSIA) 3096.68 2103.31
COMIUSTOR _AC]<ET OUTLET _M.P. (DEG-R) 284.72 263.01 GAS SPECIFIC RE.AT (NTU/I_-R) 0.278 0.300
GAS SPECIFIC _T RATIO (NONE) i. 312 1.313
NOZZLE CCOL_ FI_OW'FATE (LB/SEC) 1283.57 641.63 G_.S MOLEC_ _-EIG_'T (_/125-HOI.E) 30.14 30.141
NOZZLE CCOL_ DELTA-P (PSIO) 387.76 87.800
NOZZIE HEAT INPUT {N_"J/SEC) 103152. 62368. FUEL pP.EBtrP_rER
NOZZLE JAC._T OUTLET pRESSU'IEE (PSIA) 8259.9 12643.]
NOZZLE JACKET OUTLET TL_-P. (DEG-R) 461.00 384.96 PP.ESSL_ (PSIA) 5136.76 4355.61
GA_ TE_ E_I"D'RE (DEG-R) 1600.0 1070.48
MAIN I_L INJECTOR DELTA-P (PSID/% PC) 282/10 291/15.2 GAS FLO_IRATE (Yn/SEC} 139.20 121.09
RAIN GAS INJECTOR DELTA-P (PSID/t PC) 262/10 191/i0 FUEL FLO_rP.ATE (_/SEC 1 87.99 91.._72
F_AIH OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P (PSID/t PC) 282/10 155/8oi OXIDIZER FLOW'_ATE (LB/SEC) 51.21 29.714
FUEL PB FUEL-I._JECTOR DELTA-P (PSID/t PB) 1284/25 1300/30. GAS MIX'_ RATIO (NOT'E) 0.582 0._'5
FI_EL PB GXIO-IHJECI'OR DELTA-P (PSID/_ PR) 2096/41 640/14. _
OXID PB F_EL-INJECTOR DELTA-P {PSID/% PS) 1284/25 328/6.1 OXIO PP.EBLrP.qER
OXID PB OXIO-!NJECTOR DELTA-P (PSID/% PB) 2096/41 518/9.6
P RE S SL"R.E (PS IA} 5116.7( 5405. "8
HIGH pREES_-AE FUEL PL_.P GAS TEMPF_A'/-u'R-E (DEO-R] 1600.0 1598.35
GAS FLO;_RATE {LB/SEC) 934.74 487.354
| OF STAGES (NOtrE) 4 4 PL'KL FLOW'RATE {LB/SEC) 8.34 4.._77
PUMP SPEED (RPM) 33822. 32513. OXIDIZER FLO_'RATE {LB/SEC) _26.40 483.007
pUMP IN_'-T pP.ESSUP.E (PSIA) 28°50 24.50 G_ MIX_ RATIO (NONE) 111.012 1:!,1:3
P_R DISC_._._GE pI_ESSU"....E {PS_A) 8884. $082._
Pt'MP FLCW RATE (LB/SEC) 106.96 106.94 CON'TROL VALVE
pU_.p EFFIC.';'_:CY (PERCENT) 71.20 71.09
pt_.P HORSEPOWER (HP) 74502. 67858. FJ_IH OXIDIZER VALVE
NIGH PRESSURE OXID pt_,P DELTA-P (PSIDJ 4130.5 10522.2
FLOW RESISTAZ:CES (SEC''2/_,';**5) .11-E-2 1.8TE-- _
RESISTANCES RATIO {R/R-OH) (NOHE} 1.0 16.0| OF STAGES (NOHE) 2 2
pl_ SPEED (R_H) 13739. 15398. EFFECTIVE FLOW AREA (IN**2) 1.05285 .26]_12
(PSIA} 47.00 47.00 EYE. FLOE'," AREA RATIO (A-ON/A) (NO,_iE) 1.0 4.00pUMP INLET pRESSURE
pI/HP DISC.U._RGE pP,_SSURE (PSIA) ' 8929. 12818.
pUMp FL_' RATE
ptrHp EFF _C: E.'_C¥
pU'HP HORS E PO_'E R (HP) 52911. 54866.
(LB/SEC) 1283.5_ 641.63
(pr-RC_N'r ) 79.20 54.89
NIGH PP_gSSURE FtrEL _DJRIINE
TYPE (NONE) P.EACT 10_ P_E ACT I O N
| OF ST_CZS (NONE) 2 Z
NOR_ E POW-ER (MR) 74502. 67858.
SHAFT SPEED (R_M) 31822. 32513.
EFEICIENC7 (NONE) 76.9] 74 .59
FLOk_RATE (LB/SEC) 139.20 121.09
pRiES SU_ E RATIO (NONE) 1.659 2.071
PITCH LINE VELOCITY (FF/SEC) 1649.7 1585.9
PITCH DI _..WV.TEH (IN) 11.17 11.17
INLET TE,_.,.PERATUP.E (DEG-RI 1600.0( 1070.48
OUTLET TE_..PERATURE (DEG-N) 1441.0_ 926.02
INLET P._ S 3 _E (PSIA) 5I]6.7( 4355.61
OUTLET pP_S SUP.E (PSIA) 3096.6_ 210].01
GAS SPECIE;C NEAT (NTU/LB-R) 2.]81 2.74_
GAS SPEC!E!C HEAT RAT:O (NONE) 1.376 1.378
GAS NOLE_JLAR WEIGHT (LB/L_-MOLE) _.186 2.672
NIG_ PRESSURE OXID TD'_._;_E
TYPE (NONE) P.EACTION! R_EACTION
# OF STAGES (NONE) 2 2
NORSE P_WER (MR) 52911. 5,$868.
FUEL pP.EBU_rER O_.IDISER VALVE
DELTA-P (PSID) 1027.0 7_9.0
FLOW RESISTANCES (SECo*2/IN*oS) '..05E-_ 15.6E-2
RESISTA_;CES RATIO (R/R-OH) (NONE) 1.0 2¢. 4
EFFECTIVE FLOW A_ fIN*'2) .35154 .071167
EFF. FLOW AItEA RATED (A-ON/A) (NO_E) 1.0 494
OXEDIZER pREBURNER FUEL VALVE
DELTAo P (PSID) 51]._ 6-_6
FLOW P.ESIST_CES |SEC**2/IN''5) .1-_9E'I .845E-I
P_ESISTANCES RATED (R/R-ON) (NONE) 1.0 5.0C
EFFECTI_'E F_OW AREA (IN**2) ._1846_ .!_15_9
EFF. FLOW AREA RATIO (A-OH/A_ (NOHE) L.0 2._
OXIDIZER p_.EBO'R_ OXIDIZER VALVE
DELTA-P {PSID) 10.'7.0 8710,4
FL_W _.ESISTA_CES {SEC**2/IN.OS) .3:IE-; @.5_E-_
RESIST_J_CES RATIO (R/R-ON) (NO_E) 1.0 ;6.5
EFFECTIVE FLOW A_ {IN°*2) 6.35;8 lr.'3438
FFF. FLOW AREA RATIO (A--ON/A) (_ONE: 1.0 S. I_
C4859-16
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Table ?. LOX/H 2 Mixed PBS SC Engine ParametrJcs (9.0 > MR > 6.0)
E/_GINZ PARA_ DESCR/PTION
[YGI_ VA_ T_UST (]_)
I_;CINE SEA LEVEL THRUST (KIJ_)
ENGINE VACUb'N ISP (EPS-156} (SEC)
ENGINE SEA LEVEL ISP (HPS-55) (SEC)
CHAMSER PP.ES _ (PS I.A)
_IGINE MIXTURE RATIO (O/F)
F_4GINE FUEL FInWRATE (LS/SEC)
ENGINE OXIDIZER FLOWRAT[ (LS/SEC)
COMBUSTOR COOLANT FLOWRATE (LB/SEC)
COMDUSTOR COOLANT DELTA-P (PSID)
COMBUSTOR HEAT INPUT (BTU/SEC)
COMBUSTOR JAC,_rT OUTLET pP_SSURE (PSIA)
COMNUSTOR JACZIT OUTLET TEMP. (DEG-R)
NOZZLE COOLANT FLOWRATE (LB/SEC)
NOZZLE COOLANT DELTA-P (PSIDI
NOZZLE HEAT INPUT (BTU/SEC)
HOZ='_ JACKI-T OUTLET PI_SURE (PSIA)
NOZZLE 3AC_--VT OUTLET TL*{P. (DEC-R)
MAIN FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P (PSID/t Pc)
MAIt! GAS INSEC_R DELTA-P (PSID/t Pc)
P_qIN OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P (PSID/t Pc)
FUEL R5 FUTL-INJECTOR DELTA-P (PSID/t PS)
FUEL PB OXID-I_'3ECTOR DELTA-P (PSID/t PB)
OXIO PS FUEL-!:aJECTOR DELTA-P (PSID/t PB)
OXID PB OXID-r.N3EUTOR DESTA-P (PSID/t PB)
HIGH pP_ESSL.-_ F_EL p_rMp
| OF STAGES (NotrE]
PUMP SPEED (NPM)
p_.p INLET P._SSU_ (PSIA)
Pb'_P DISCF_GE pRESSURE (PSIA)
Pt_P FLOW PATE (LB/SEC).
I_.R EFFICI E.';CY (PERCENT)
Pt'M, P HORS E ?C_-LR (NP)
HIGh{ PRESSURE OXID pUMP
| OF STAGES (HOWE)
PUMp SPEED (RPM)
F_ IHLET p_ESSURE (P$[._)
PI/MP DISCHARGE PRESSURE (PSIA)
FLOW RATE (LN/SEC)
PUH.P EFFICIE);C¥ (PERCENT)
pUM_ HORSEPOWER (NP)
HIGH PP.ESSURE FUEL _I-_rRBI_JE
Typ_r (NO_)
| OF STAGES (No_rE)
HORSEPOWER (HP)
SHAFT SPEED (RPM)
EFFICIENCY (NOllE)
p LOWTRATE ( LB/S E C l
pRESSURE RATIO (NONE)
PITCH LINE VELOCITY (FT/SEC}
pITCH D K_ETER (IN)
INLET T EM PE RA'Y_ (DEG-R)
OUTLET TENPERAT_ (DEG-R_
INLET PP_[S SUrE (PSIA)
OUTLET pRES S b'I_ (PSIA)
G_ SPECIFIC HEAT (B_DJ/L_-P)
GAS SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (NONE)
GAS MOLECULAR WEIGKT (LS/LB-MOLE_
HIGH PRESSb_RE OXIU TURBINE
T'_PE (NONE)
| OF _TAGES [NON_)
HORSEPOWER (HP)
ON
DESIG3J
580.00
500,39
440.46
180.00
2856.70
9,000
131.68
1185.12
131.66
852.52
58742.
7198.9
257.72
1185.12
400.81
101114.
8234.42
482.67
286/10
286/10
286/10
1280/25
2089/¢1
1280/Z5
2os9/41
4
30501,
24.50
6908.42
131.68
71.10
92042.
2
12607.
67.00
8920.90
1185.12
77.70
49725.
R/ACTION
2
92042.
30501.
77.65
179.67
1.630
1648.76
12.379
1600.00
1444.92
5120.31
3142.37
2.335
1.374
3.281
J RF_CTIO_
I 49725.
OFF
DESIGN
348.00
259.35
462.07
344.16
1814.29
6.000
107.59
645.54
i07.59J
519.00 [
39209. I
4576.0 I
229.651
645.54 I
99.500 1
68914. I
8843.0 I
369.36 I
la2/10 I
181/I0 l
2Sl/l_.S[
814/25.1
3S7/11.3l
341/9.8 I
513/14.81
24458. ]
24.50 I
5695.771
107.59 d
71.07 I
48025. I
21983. l
67.00 I
9029.21l
645.54 l
63.54 ]
33526. I
REACTIONI
48024. 1
24458. I
74.95 I
123.9521
1.631 I
1322.141
12.379 l
1077.64l
976.6_I
3254.801
1995.741
2.708 I
1.376 I
2.710 I
R_CTIO_Zl
33526. I
ENGINE pARJ_ER DESCRIPTION
HIGH PRZSSURE OXID I_INE (CO_FTINVED]
SHAFT SPEED (RPM)
IFFICIENCY (HO_)
FLOW_ATE (LR/SEC)
PR.ESSfJR.E RATIO (NONE)
PITCH LIHE VELOCITY (FT/SEC)
PITCH DIAMETER (IN)
1_ TE_ERAT_ (DEC-H)
OUTLET TEMPERATIT_ (DEO-R)
pRESSURE (psi, A)
OUTLET pRESSURE (PSIA)
GAS SPECIFIC HEAT (B'FU/LB-RJ
GAS SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (NONE)
GAS MOLECULAR WEIGHT (I_/I_~NOLE)
F_'EL PKEBURAW.R
pRESSI/RZ (PSIA)
GAS TEPLPERATITRE (DEC-R)
GAS FL_3WRATE (LB/SEC]
FUEL FLOWRATE (L_/SEC}
OXIDIZER FL_3_TE (L,_/SEC)
GAS HIX_ RATIO (NONE)
OXID PR.EBt_ER
pRESSURE (PSIA)
GAS TEHPERA_"_/RE (DEC-R)
GAS FL_W_TE (LB/5EC)
FJEL FLOe'PATE (LB/SEC}
OXIDIZER FLO_'P.ATE (LB/SECI
GAS MIXTURE RATIO (NONE)
CONTROL VALVE
_H OXIDIZER VALVE
DELTA-P (PSID]
ELOW P_SISTAHCES (SEC**2/IN**5)
3LESISTA#/CES RATIO (R/R-ON) (NONE}
EFFECTIVE FLOW A/_EA (IN**2)
EFF. FLOW AF£.A RATIO (A-ON/A) (NOllE)
I_L pP.EHU_ER Ok_rDIZER VAL_rE
DESTA-P (PEID)
FLOW P.ESISTAJ_CES (SEC**2/IN**5)
RESISTANCES RATIO (R/R-ON) (NONE)
EFEECTIV_ FLOW AP-EA (IN**2)
EFF. F_nW AREA RATIO (A-ON/A) (NO_)
OXIDIZER pP_ESUl_;ER EX_L VALVE
DELTA-P (PSID)
FLOW RESISTANCES (SEC**2/IN**5)
RESISTA_CES RATIO (R/P-ON) (HO_E)
EFFECTIVE FLOW AREA (IN**2)
EPF. FLOW AREA RATIO (A-ON/A) (NONE)
OXIDIZER PR.ESUI_N_ER _XIDIZER VALVE
DELTA-P (PSID)
FLOW RESISTA_ZCES (SEC**2/IN**5)
RESISTANCES RATIO OR R-OH) (HONE)
EFFECTIVE FLOW AREA (IH'*2)
EFF. FLOW AREA RATIO (A-ON/A) (HONE)
ON OFF
DESIGN DESIGN
12607. 11983.
7g.96 82.04
S02.68 466.215
1.630 1.741
1128.19 1072.32
20.493 20.493
1600.00 1597.27
1459.86 1435.43
5120.91 3475.40
3142.37 1995,74
0.278 0.300
1.312 1,312
30.140 30.143
5120.91 3254.60
1600.0 1077.84
179.67 123.952
i_0.43 92.215
69,24 31.737
0.62? 0,344
I
5120.911 3475.401600.0 1597.27
902.68 i ¢88.215
6.059 I 4._51
894.6211 483.86]
111.012_ 111.2_
4107.1 ! 6666.7
.2116-2 11.20[-2
1.O I 5.70
.76_818 1.32;836
1.0 ! 2.39
1024.0 ] 5220.9
.5456-2 115,86-2
1.0 1 29.0
.487]_51 .090496
1.0 5.39
512.1 1 683.0
.1466-I 1.732E-_
1.0 ! 5,00
.297437 .133018
l.O I 2,24
1024.0 I 4854.5
.328E-4 j6.33E-4
1.0 I 19,3
6.285971 1.43085
1.0 l 4,39
I
I
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Figure 12. Variable MR Fuel
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Finally, the effect of reducing the oxidizer rich preburner tem-
perature from 1600 to lO00 R was investigated for the mixed preburner
cycle at MR = 9.0. This reduction in operating temperature may alle-
viate potential materials problems encountered in the oxidizer rich
environment. The net effect of the decrease was a reduction in cham-
ber pressure of 262 psia and a loss of 1.8 sec of vacuum Is. A sum-
mary of the top-level engine data for the two temperature conditions
is provided in Table 8.
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Table 8. Effect of Lowered Oxidizer Preburner
Temperature in Dual Mixed Preburner Cycle
(Fvac = 580 Klfb, MR = 9.0)
OPB Temperature
1600°R
OPB Temperature
IO00°R
Is vac, sec 440.5 438.7
Is SL (E = 55), sec 380.0 372.2
Pc, psia 2857 2595
( 156 146
Weight, Ib 7637 7707
Length, in. 223 226
Diameter, in. 140 142
CONCLUSIONS
The major conclusions arrived at in this study are:
I. System level analysis indicates the ranges
examined are feasible
2.
,
4.
,
of operation
Four control valves are required for both the dual fuel-rich
preburner cycle and the mixed preburner cycle
All control valve resistance ranges required are reasonable
Transition to an expander cycle drive on the LOX side of the
cycle at low MR operation in the dual fuel-rich preburner
engine is observed
Further components analysis is required to verify feasibil-
ity.
531ge/slw
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